A new method for waveguide scattering problems analysis is proposed. The method is based on field mode expansion in Time Domain and mode-matching the fields at a scatter (iris). As an example the problem of diffraction of a pulse wave on an iris in a parallel-plate waveguide is solved and compared against FDTD solution. The main idea is in solving FDTD equations for each mode independently in the regular waveguide section and using the full-wave FDTD equations only at the iris, where mode-matching is used to relate mode amplitudes with transverse spatial field distribution. Each waveguide channel is modeled by a 1D Klein-Gordon equation, which is solved by FDTD method with a very low numerical dispersion error.
INTRODUCTION
The problems of short pulse propagation and diffraction are most naturally treated in the Time Domain. Among most common and universal techniques used for solving such problems is method of Finite Differences in Time Domain (FDTD) [1] . Some simple problems such as propagation in a regular waveguide can be solved analytically [3] . Sometimes hybridization of the two approaches is useful, for example if there are a regular waveguide parts and irregular ones, then the analytic method considering mode propagation can be easily interfaced with a full-wave FDTD [2] . At this, such a hybrid method remains universal but significantly reduces errors and computational demands due to modeling regular waveguide sections as independent mode channels.
We are going to consider one such a problem, namely diffraction on an iris in a parallel-plate waveguide. The fields will be presented in the form of mode series expansion in TD (mode domain) while in the vicinity of the scatter (the iris) the fields will be considered in the space domain. Since the scatter is infinitely thin in this case it is possible to use fullwave space domain modeling only within a single cross-section. Thus the interfacing between full-wave and mode FDTD occurs only in a single point where intermodal transformations take place. Such an approach is very similar to the commonly known in the Frequency Domain method of Mode Matching used for analysis of diffraction on a waveguide junction.
The proposed approach also can be used for analysis of arbitrary abrupt waveguide junctions when two regular waveguides are joined through some common cross-section, an iris problem considered here is just a particular case of such a junction. The proposed method can also be applied to cascades of scatters connected by regular waveguide sections.
MODE BASIS METHOD
Mode Basis Method is based on presenting the sought fields in the form of mode series with mode amplitudes being functions of longitudinal coordinate and time. For example the series for TM-waves is ( )
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Here ( ) n r ϕ ⊥ are the scalar potentials defining the mode configurations. They can be found as solutions to the following boundary eigenvalue problem [3] :
n κ are the eigenvalues that determine cutoff frequencies for a hollow waveguide; n is the mode index. The mode amplitudes in the expansion (1) are governed by the following System of Evolutionary Equ-
is the speed of light in the medium. This system can be reduced to a single Klein-Gordon equation (KGE) for each mode (
This equation describes propagation of an arbitrary wave in a hollow waveguide. Analytical solution to this equation is known [4] and the finite-difference formula is very effective and has very low dispersion error on the stability limit [4] .
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE EVOLUTIONARY EQUATIONS
Applying method of finite-differences to SEE (3) we arrived to the following explicit update formulae: 
The time-space grid and the stencils of these equations are schematically sketched in Fig. 1 .
The solution of these finite-difference equations yields an approximate solution to the original SEE, that converges to the exact one when , 0 t z Δ Δ → . It is known that for the wave equation a solution to the finite-difference equation can yield an exact solution when , t z Δ Δ are chosen properly (at the stability limit) [1] . This is due to that the dispersion relation for the finite-difference coincides with that of the original differential equation. The similar situation holds for KGE, though the dispersion relations doesn't equal exactly but the discrepancy grows not as 
For larger time steps the update equations (5) yield unstable (increasing) solution. By choosing z Δ slightly greater than the stability limit (6) it is possible to adjust the numerical dispersion error to be minimal in some frequency range. We exploit this property in the further analysis by choosing different z Δ in each of the coupled mode channels while t Δ being common in order to avoid time interpolation while matching.
THE MODE-MATCHING
Mode transformations in a waveguide occur on heterogeneities. Between heterogeneities each mode propagates independently within its own mode channel.
In order to calculate the mode transformations one should take into consideration boundary conditions on the heterogeneity. Since the boundary conditions are defined in the space domain we need to transform the field presentation between mode and space domains. The full-fields can be obtained from the mode amplitudes n f multiplying them by the corresponding modal distribution ( ) n r ⊥ Φ and summing contributions from all the modes (1):
The inverse transformation is based on the orthonormality conditions
Here i w are the weights of the quadrature formula used to approximate the integral using nodes at i r . The spatial points i r are actually the collocation points, at which the fields are sampled in the spatial domain (Fig. 2) . The above formulae are presented in the matrix form with matrices It is convenient to perform this transformation into space domain at the cross-section where transverse electric field components (V ) are defined, since the boundary conditions for them are the simplest (zero at the iris and continuity at the aperture).
When calculating the integrals in (8) one should account for the zero boundary condition. So the integration will be performed not over the whole crosssection but only over the coupling aperture.
The update formulae for the space domain can be obtained similar to (7) from the 3 rd equation in (5). 
